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Abstract—Given actuation and contact friction limitations, lo-
comotion planning in complex environments is not trivial to solve,
especially for humanoid robots and their under-actuated nature.
This property requires generation of dynamic motions to be
more human-like, however, including limb dynamics in the model
increases problem dimensions considerably. In a previous work
inspired by methodologies popular in computational chemistry,
we showed that using vectors instead of joint angles to build
kinematic chains can improve convergence of highly non-linear
kinematic optimizations. In this work, we extend it to motion
generation for a 5-mass model with variable limb lengths. Our
optimization features contact location adjustment, variable phase
time, satisfaction of contact friction and reachability constraints
as well as fast convergence times.

I. INTRODUCTION

Fast locomotion in complex environments pushes humanoid
robots to the extremities, including actuation, contact friction,
reachability and collision constraints. Besides, the under-
actuated nature requires composition of dynamic motion
phases where the robot bounces between different contacts,
balances against the gravity and progresses forward. Since
falling under gravity has a fast nature, establishing new con-
tacts should also happen quickly to start a new bouncing phase.
Although limbs are usually light in weight, a great portion of
the overall momentum can flow into a fast-moving limb which
influences the CoM trajectory considerably [1]. Optimizing
full dynamics can take up to a couple of hours [2]. Considering
CoM-momentum trajectories instead can reduce optimization
variables [3], but one should be very careful with momentum
terms in the cost function to capture such flow of energy
inside the robot. However, adding a full kinematics layer to
the CoM-momentum trajectories and linking it via momentum
equations can capture this linkage. This combination offers fast
calculations and even finds running gaits [4], despite restricting
assumptions on joint torque limits.

II. METHODS

In this abstract, we push limitations of Dai’s approach [4]
further by including limb dynamics explicitly, though reducing
the full kinematic model to a simpler 5-mass model. We repre-
sent limbs by vectors instead of joint angles, knowing that such
transformation can improve convergence properties consider-
ably [5]. Given contact surfaces from a perception algorithm,
we find an evolution of Cartesian points starting from a certain
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Fig. 1. Contact regions and trajectories for a 5-mass model (optimized using
IPOPT). This motion includes 8 contact-change phases.

initial posture and finishing with zero velocity. Optimization
variables are contact forces, joint torques, positions, velocities
and accelerations and constraints are equations of motion, limb
length limits, contact points inside contact regions and friction
limits. The cost function minimizes accelerations and contact
forces for each time interval while lifting the base which can
produce optimal trajectories (in terms of joint torques [5]).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The optimization finds meaningful trajectories in few sec-
onds with cold starting. Here we show 8 contact-changes,
each divided into 4 intervals in Fig.1. Our method provides a
computation time comparable to [3], [4] with similar contact
point adjustment, variable timing, reachability constraints and
feasible contact forces. We consider adding a mixed integer
part in future to automatically select surfaces like [3] and also
adding a torso to the model for further kinematics matching.
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